Introduction
Cancer is still a leading cause of death in the world. In Japan, the number of cancer patients is increasing every year since 1950s. Among mortality due to various diseases, the mortality due to cancer occupies the first position since 1980s [1] . Now, one in two among the population develops cancer and one third dies from cancer in Japan. Half of the cancer patients died within five years under standard treatment [2] . A new strategy expected to improve the survival rate of cancer patients is needed.
As standard treatments, surgical therapy, radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy are available for treating cancer at present. To eliminate cancer, the immune system in our body works together with such standard treatments. When the host immune system does not work, chemotherapy and radiotherapy cannot kill the cancer cells efficiently [3] . It is important to improve the host immune system for the efficient treatment of cancer. Therefore, we have introduced autologous immune enhancement therapy (AIET) based on immune cells, especially NK cells, for cancer treatment.
Which immune cells are used in AIET for cancer treatment?
For AIET using immune cells, the process involves separation of the lymphocytes from the peripheral blood of the patient followed by selective immune cell expansion using the expansión kit (BINKIT, Biotherapy Institute of Japan) without feeder layers and then infusion of the expanded-activated NK cells [4] [5] [6] . 
R E V I E W A R T I C L E

Epidemiological indications of NK cell importance
There are clear indications of significant roles of natural immunological host defence in preventing the development of cancer. A prospective cohort study among 3625 residents of a Japanese general population for 11 years shows that medium and high NK activity is associated with reduced cancer incidence, whereas low activity is associated with increased cancer incidence [7] .
In patients with cancer and viral infection, NK cell function has been shown to be impaired [8] . We have also showed that NK activity of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) was significantly lower in patients with breast cancer than that of healthy individuals [9] .
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These data suggest an important role of NK cells for host defence mechanisms against cancer.
Monitoring of NK cell number and activity in blood
After infusing ex vivo expanded NK cells, it is possible to monitor immunological parameters such as lymphocyte number, NK cell number and NK activity in blood. When these NK cells were infused into healthy volunteers, not only NK cells but also T and B cells accumulated in the peripheral blood, suggesting that ex vivo expanded NK cells can induce immune reactions of a host receiving NK cell-based AIET [4] . Furthermore, after injection of the cells, NK cell activities also increased in the peripheral blood without any adverse effects [8] . However, the response patterns of lymphocyte phenotype vary among cancer patients after AIET because cancer patients have various level of immune suppressive status. Based on the pattern of immune status, it will be possible to choose the proper immune cells and the interval of AIET to adjust the immune status of each patient for tailormade treatment.
In vitro and in vivo activities of ex vivo expanded NK cells
The expression of activating receptors on the expanded NK cells, and production of IFN-γ and TNF-α from the NK cells is up-regulated [6] . The cytotoxicity of expanded NK cells against various cancer cells is higher compared with that of freshly isolated NK cells [4, 6] . Although freshly isolated NK cells have only low cytotoxicity against cancer stem cells, expanded NK cells efficiently kill cancer stem cells [6, [10] [11] [12] . NK cells have many activating and inhibitory receptors, which recognize specific ligands as expressed on target cells [4] . A balance of the activating and inhibitory signals through these receptors from the ligands on target cells regulates the effector function of NK cells. NK cell-activating receptors are expressed not only by NK cells but also αβT cells and γδT cells. When we compared the cytotoxic activity of ex vivo expanded NK cells against various cancer cell lines with that of ex vivo expanded αβT cells or γδT cells, the NK cells always showed higher cytotoxicity compared with the αβT cells or the γδT cells (13).
These highly cytotoxic, expanded NK cells can be adoptively transferred into the body as NK cell-based AIET.
In our studies using the NOG/SCID γc (null) (NOG) mouse model, expanded NK cells were shown to reduce the size of malignant tumors and the volume of ascites also inhibiting lung metastasis of cancer cells [14, 15] .
These results suggest usefulness of NK cell-based AIET for cancer treatment. [16] .
ADCC of NK cells
When combined with mAb drugs, a synergistic cytotoxicity of the ex vivo expanded NK cells against target cells as well as higher IFN-γ and TNF-α production are observed [6] . Many therapeutic mAbs are being developed such as rituximab [17, 18] , trastuzumab [19, 20, 21] , cetuximab [22] , and alemtuzumab [23] , and the effects of these mAbs on cancer increase when combined with ex vivo expanded NK cells.
We reported a suggestive case of the effect of the expanded NK cells combined with a mAb drug. The HER-2-positive tumor was refractory to several agents, including anti-HER-2 therapy, trastuzumab, and lapatinib. After re-induction of trastuzumab in combination with NK cell-based AIET, tumor markers decreased, and finally a synergistic effect of taxane and capecitabine led to treatment response (Figure 1 ) [5] . The results suggest that NK cell-based AIET in combination with mAb drugs is a promising cancer immunotherapy.
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Figure 1. An effect of NK cell-based autologous immune enhancement therapy (AIET) combined with a mAb drug. Images of a 55-year-old female patient with metastasis of lung, bone, and skin of breast cancer (invasive ductal carcinoma) post operation. After receiving informed consent from the patient, autologous activated NK cells (2 x 10
9 cells/injection) were transfused into the patients at 2-week intervals. After failing of most of chemotherapy including trastuzumab, a synergistic effect of NK cellbased AIET, chemotherapy (trastuzumab, taxane, capecitabine) and hyperthermia led to treatment response [5] .
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Clinical cases
Successful clinical studies of NK cell-based AIET has been reported for metastatic renal cell carcinoma and brain tumors [24, 25] . However, the efficacies of the AIET have not been well established because it has been difficult to culture sufficient numbers of highly active NK cells. However we developed a feasible and safe method for the large scale ex vivo expansion of NK cells and it is now available as a cultivation kit (BINKIT). The clinical effects of AIET using this NK cell expanded method have been presented for some cancers, including lung cancer, lung metastasis of renal cell carcinoma, breast cancer, ovarian cancer, and cervical cancer [4, 5, 13, 26, 27] .
To improve the effects of expanded NK cells on treatment against cancer, we are also working on combination immunotherapy using expanded T cells and monocyte derived DC with expanded NK cells. The principle behind combining NK cells and CTL is a dual advantage approach combining the innate immune system and adaptive immune system against cancer. The functional cross-talk between NK cells and DC activate both innate and adaptive immune system synergistically [4] .
Moreover, we evaluated the benefit in survival of AIET in combination with hyperthermia to patients with advanced stages of pancreatic cancer (Figure 2 ).
We retrospectively analyzed the survival time in a group of sixty-three patients with stage IV pancreatic cancer. We used a data of Survival statistics of Japanese association of Clinical Cancer Centers by Kaplan-Meier method of KapWeb [28] as a survival rate of the patients receiving conventional treatment which is based on the data of 338 cases with stage IV pancreatic cancer collected from 18 core medical centers for cancer in Japan in 2004. All our 63 patients received hyperthermia and chemotherapy. Forty one out of 63 patients received NK cell-based AIET and some patients also received T cell and DC-based AIET. The median survival time was 13 months for 41 patients treated with AIET, and 8 months for 22 patients treated without AIET. Both of these data were better than those seen with conventional treatments, mostly chemotherapy alone for approximately 6 months in KapWeb. In addition, more than 50 percent of patients who received AIET lived for 13 months after the first diagnosis. The results suggest that the AIET combined with hyperthermia and chemotherapy was effective against advanced pancreatic cancer.
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We have also reported the clinical effects of NK cell-based AIET when combined with hyperthermia as palliative treatment on advanced stages of cancer [13] . Fifty-two patients with advanced cancers in organs like lung, breast, colon, prostate, liver, kidney, ovary etc., refractory to conventional therapies were treated with a combination of NK cell and CTL-based AIET and hyperthermia with low-dose chemotherapy. After three month of treatment, in 18 out of 52 patients (35%), objective responses was observed including one complete response (CR) and 17 partial response (PR), evaluated according to the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) guidelines (Figure 3a) . Sixteen patients had stable disease (SD), whereas 18 had progressive disease (PD). Disease control rate was 66% including CR, PR and SD. After treatment for six months, the objective responses and disease control rate were 25% and 52%, respectively (Figure 3b ). No adverse reaction over grade 1 (defined according to the Common Toxicity Criteria of the National Cancer Institute) was observed. The result suggests that NK cell and CTL based AIET combined with hyperthermia with low-dose chemotherapy was effective even in advanced cancers which were refractory to conventional therapeutic modalities. [13] . 
Conclusion
These data suggest that AIET is a safe adjunct treatment modality of tackling cancer and may induce effective immune responses in cancer patients and help improve the prognosis. To determine more suitable target cancers for NK cell-based AIET, more clinical data of the AIET must be collected. It is important to make appropriate evaluations of the cell quality including their safety as the quality and quantity of immune cell cultures differ among institutes. To prepare the good clinical grade NK cells and other immune cells for AIET, we emphasize the necessity for optimization of the culture method for each patient based on proper evaluation of ex vivo expanded immune cells.
